DRAFT - Policy on designation for former members.

Natural persons who were previously registered with Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba may refer to themselves formally as ‘former member’, ‘past member’, ‘retired engineer/geoscientist’. In addition, those persons granted with the ‘honorary life member’ status may continue to use that designation.

In accordance with the Act, no person who is not a member or temporary licensee is permitted to use the title ‘engineer’ or ‘geoscientist’, whether in isolation or in any combination, that implies that the person is registered with Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba, or is engaged in or entitled to engage in the practice of professional engineering. This applies equally to former members of Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba.

As for credentials, the association will not take enforcement action against a former member who uses the designation ‘P.Eng (ret) or P.Geo (ret)’. Former members may also continue to make reference to their degree (e.g. B.Sc.Eng., B.Eng., B.Eng.)

Former members are not allowed, under any circumstances, to practice professional engineering or geoscience unless they first regain membership with Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba.